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Background The purpose of this review was to analyse
and report criteria used for open and arthroscopic
surgical treatment of femoroacetabular impingement
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required intra-articular injection and 44% of studies
described previously failed treatment (non-surgical
or physiotherapist-led rehabilitation) as a criterion
for surgery. Only 56% of included studies utilised the
combination of symptoms, clinical signs and diagnostic
imaging combined for diagnosis of FAIS as suggested by
the Warwick Agreement on FAIS meeting.
Conclusion Diagnostic imaging evidence of FAIS
was the most commonly reported criterion for surgery.
Only 56% of included studies utilised the combination
of symptoms, clinical signs and diagnostic imaging
for diagnosis of FAIS as suggested by the Warwick
Agreement on FAIS meeting, and only 44% of studies
had failed non-surgical treatment (and 18% a failed trial
of physiotherapy) as a criterion for surgery.
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Femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) has been
proposed as a common cause of hip pain and potential future osteoarthritis.1 Recently, the term ‘FAI
syndrome’ (FAIS) has been suggested to more accurately encompass the heterogeneous nature of this
condition.2 A recent consensus statement3 recommended the definition of FAIS as ‘a motion-related clinical disorder of the hip with a triad of
symptoms, clinical signs, and imaging findings. It
represents a premature contact between the proximal femur and the acetabulum’. Cam morphology
(aspherical femoral head) and pincer morphology
(excessive acetabular coverage of femoral head) are
the two most common morphological variations
of FAIS.1 4 Mix morphology (cam and pincer) has
also been described.5 Reported prevalence of cam
morphology in the general population or selected

subgroups ranges from 5% to 75%, although the
actual prevalence estimates cannot be determined
due to insufficient high quality data and heterogeneity in morphology definition.6
Surgical intervention for FAIS continues to escalate, with a 25-fold increase from 2006 to 2013,7
and further rises are anticipated.8 Additionally,
research that includes surgical intervention for
FAIS has drastically increased over the past several
years; analysing the variability of data within the
literature can help determine appropriate surgical
intervention criteria for future research. Despite
this increasing prevalence, the criteria for diagnosis
and surgical treatment of FAIS appear to be highly
variable.8 9 Inconsistencies in FAIS surgical outcome
reporting have been suggested9 and, combined with
variable criteria for surgery, are a major concern in
the management of hip dysfunction.2 10
The relevant literature regarding FAIS diagnosis and surgery is both vast and diverse. In such
cases, scoping reviews have been recommended.11
Scoping reviews have been described as a process to
map the existing evidence or literature,11 and useful
frameworks to collate and summarise information
on a broad topic.12 Several key differences exist
between scoping and systematic reviews. Systematic
reviews typically have a focused research question
with narrow parameters, whereas scoping reviews
tend to be broader. Furthermore, while systematic
reviews formally assess the quality of studies and
generate a conclusion related to the focused question, scoping reviews are used to identify parameters and gaps in a body of literature. Because this
review incorporated many different types of studies
to identify appropriate parameters regarding
surgical treatment for FAIS, a scoping review was
chosen.
The purpose of this review was to report the
explicit criteria used in research studies on both
open and arthroscopic surgical treatment of FAIS.
We hypothesised that diagnostic imaging evidence
of FAIS would be the primarily reported criterion
for surgery. However, we expected to find vast
differences among studies for the other criteria
used to identify appropriate candidates for surgical
intervention.

Methods
Identification of studies

This review was originally registered as a systematic
review with Prospero (CRD42016033373) after
completion of preliminary search and initiation of
data extraction. The heterogeneity and breadth of
study types in inclusion criteria required changing
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Surgical criteria for femoroacetabular impingement
syndrome: a scoping review

Review

Eligibility criteria

The inclusion criteria for this scoping review included the
following: (1) studies of subjects treated with arthroscopic or
open hip surgery for the treatment of FAIS; (2) studies completed
with the primary purpose of surgery or surgical outcomes for
the treatment of FAIS; and (3) studies reporting criterion for

FAIS surgery. Exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) studies of
subjects with hip dysplasia, slipped capital femoral epiphysis
or Legg-Calve-Perthes disease; (2) studies of subjects receiving
revision hip arthroscopy or revision open surgery; (3) studies
with subjects undergoing periacetabular osteotomy interventions; (4) studies with subjects undergoing surgery for procedure
other than FAIS (eg, ligamentum teres tear, osteoarthritis) with
or without labral repair; (5) case studies and case series n<10;
and (6) studies not reported in English.

Screening, eligibility and inclusion

Two independent reviewers completed the title and abstract
screen, followed by reviewers independently completed title,
abstract and full text screen. Discrepancies between the two
independent reviewers were resolved by a third reviewer. The
review process is described below in figure 1, including reasons
for exclusion.

Data extraction

Data were collected independently from the included studies by
two reviewers. The data elements collected consisted of publication year, study size, percent of cam and pincer reported FAIS,
and surgical criteria for the treatment of FAIS. The surgical
criteria collected included subjective history of patient symptoms, clinical signs (eg, range of motion measurements, special
tests and previous non-surgical treatments) and diagnostic
imaging.3 The data elements were verified by another reviewer,

Figure 1 Flow diagram for study inclusion. FAI, femoroacetabular impingement.
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the review to a scoping review to more accurately reflect the
current status of surgical criteria for FAIS surgery.
We conducted a librarian-assisted computer search of Medline,
CINAHL and Embase for studies on the criterion for FAI
surgery. The search was performed on 3 November 2015 from
the inception time of each database. Our search strategy was as
follows: electronic databases (Medline, Embase and CINAHL)
were searched for surgical FAIS studies. The search strategy
used the following terms: (Hip[Mesh] OR Hip[tiab] OR hips
[tiab] OR ‘Hip Joint’ “ [Mesh] OR ‘coxofemoral joint’[tiab]) AND
(‘Femoroacetabular Impingement’[Mesh] OR ‘femoroacetabular
impingement’[tiab] OR ‘Femoral acetabular impingement’[tiab]
OR FAI[tiab] OR femoral impingement OR impingement
[tiab] OR ‘labral tear’” [tiab] OR ‘labral tears’[tiab] OR acetabular tear OR acetabular tears) AND (‘Orthopedics’[Mesh] OR
Surgery[tiab] OR ‘surgery’ [Subheading]) AND (diagnosis[tiab]
OR diagnostic[tiab] OR diagnosed[tiab] OR diagnosis[MeSH]
OR diagnosis[sh] OR indication[tiab] OR indications[tiab] OR
cross-sectional studies[Mesh] OR cross-sectional[tiab]) NOT
(Editorial[ptyp] OR Letter[ptyp] OR Case Reports[ptyp] OR
Comment[ptyp]) NOT (animals[mh] NOT humans[mh]).

Review
Table 2 Criteria of all studies compared against Nepple et al13
criteria

Patient demographics

Patient demographics
Patients, n

10 001

Frequency of diagnostic criteria from Nepple et al13

Hips, n

10 618

Criteria

Studies reporting criteria

Average % male

56.5

Hip pain >3 months

26 (24%)

Average mean age

33.0 years

Total reporting type of lesion

70 studies

No clinical evidence of inflammatory arthritis
changes

69 (64%)

 Total hips

6019

Hip internal rotation <20 in 90° hip flexion

 % Cam

40

Lateral centre edge (CE) angle>20°

18 (17%)

 % Pincer

8.4

72 (67%)

 % Mixed

51.7

Alpha angle >60°, CE angle >40° or presence of
acetabular retroversion
Alpha >60°
 CE angle >40°

and disagreements were resolved through discussion. Data
elements for patient demographics, reported surgical criteria (eg,
symptoms, clinical signs and diagnostic imaging), type of FAIS
and diagnostic imaging criteria utilised in the various studies
were analysed and grouped accordingly. We also determined the
prevalence of reporting criteria according to published criteria
for the diagnosis of FAIS suggested by Nepple et al13 and the
recent FAIS consensus statement3 to determine reporting consistency. Prevalence of reported detailed diagnostic imaging criteria
detail as suggested by Nepple et al13 is also provided.

Results
Study identification

Our initial literature search yielded 2136 studies, of which 108
met the inclusion criteria for this review. There was excellent
inter-rater agreement among reviewers in title and abstract
review (k=0.79) as well as excellent agreement in full-text
screening (k=0.80).

Study demographics

All included studies were conducted since 2004. Expanded characteristics and demographics of each study included can be seen
in table 1.

6 (6%)

2 (2%)
8 (7%)

 Acetabular retroversion (stating crossover sign)

62 (57%)

Diagnostic injection or MRI indicating presence of
intra-articular pathology or labral damage

66 (61%)

Reported outcomes

The total percentage of studies utilising the primary criterion
for surgery investigated is shown in figure 2 with clinical signs
being represented by range of motion and special tests. As
shown in this figure, diagnostic imaging was the most prevalently reported criterion for surgery (92% of studies).
As previously mentioned, two standards for the diagnosis of
FAIS have been reported.3 13 The initial proposal by Nepple
et al13 proposed specific criteria for diagnosis of FAIS. The
number and frequency of studies reporting each of these
proposed criterion are provided in table 2.
More recently, the 2016 Warwick Agreement on FAIS3 has
been proposed, resulting from a 1-day consensus meeting with
the participation of 22 panel members and one patient from
nine countries and five different specialties. In this consensus
paper, three distinct criteria were recommended for FAIS diagnosis: symptoms (eg, groin pain and mechanical symptoms),
clinical signs (eg, positive special tests and limited motion)
and diagnostic imaging. The number of studies reporting all
three of these criteria for FAIS diagnosis for surgery was 60

Figure 2 Summary of symptoms, clinical signs and diagnostic imaging criteria prevalence for surgical criteria in included studies. ROM, range of
motion.
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Table 1

Review

(56%), the number utilising two of three of these criteria was
37 (35%) and the number utilising only one of three of these
criteria was 10 (9%) (see online supplementary appendix 1).

Symptoms

Eighty-one (75%) studies reported using a defined symptom as a
surgical criterion, with 35 (32%) of the studies reporting criteria
grouped as ‘symptomatic hip pain’, 18 (17%) were grouped as
‘activity-related pain’ and 13 (12%) included symptoms consistent with ‘mechanical hip pain’ (figure 3). Due to a wide variety
of reported criteria such as ‘clinical symptoms’ and ‘disabling
pain’, grouping of symptoms and criteria was required for
analysis. Duration of symptoms was also reported as a surgical
criterion in 30 (28%) studies with two studies reporting greater
than 1 year, 13 reporting 6 months symptomatic, 11 reporting
3 months symptomatic and four reporting less than 3 months
symptomatic.

Intra-articular injection

Relief of symptoms after intra-articular injection is suggested as a
‘symptom’ category for FAIS diagnosis per recent 2016 Warwick
Agreement. Only 13 studies (12%) reported on intra-articular injection as a surgical criterion. Most of these 13 studies
utilised a combination of MRI and/or MR arthrography (MRA)
with intra-articular injection, while only three (3%) required
an intra-articular hip injection that relieved pain and symptoms
without use of either MRI or MRA.

Clinical signs

Clinical signs were reported across 80 (74%) studies in this
review (online supplementary appendices 1 and 2).
The clinical signs reported across these studies were grouped
accordingly (range of motion, special tests).

Figure 4 Summary of reported clinical signs criteria prevalence for
surgical criteria in included studies. IR, internal rotation.
multiple terminologies and are used interchangeably in both the
literature and the clinical setting. Because of these discrepancies, impingement tests (specifying anterior impingement tests)
were grouped together with the flexion, adduction, internal
rotation (FADIR) test, while unspecified impingement tests
were categorised separately. By utilising this categorisation, 38
(35%) studies described a ‘positive anterior impingement test’ or
‘FADIR’, while 39 (36%) studies described a ‘positive impingement test’. Lesser-utilised tests included the FABER,14 log roll,2
labral stress test2 and the McCarthy test.1

Diagnostic imaging

Diagnostic imaging was widely reported throughout the studies
with 99 (92%) studies reporting it as surgical inclusion criteria;
alpha angle measurement was the most commonly reported
criterion (68% of all studies) (tables 2 and 3, figure 6; see online
supplementary appendix 3). Of the 73 studies utilising alpha
angle as a criterion, two studies (3% of studies utilising alpha
angle) included a cut-off of >60° as recommended by Nepple
et al.13 Additionally, of the 55 studies where centre edge angle
was utilised as surgical criteria, eight (15% of studies utilising
centre edge angle) reported an objective value of >39°. Of the
63 studies utilising either MRI or MRA, 42 (64%) required an
MRI and 21 (32%) required an MRA.
Interestingly, 10 (15%) of these studies required both MRI/
MRA and a pain relieving hip injection. In fact, multiple imaging
methods were utilised in 86 (80%) of all studies in this review,
with 24% of studies utilising all four imaging criteria reported in

Range of motion

Range of motion measurements were utilised as surgical criteria
in 32 (30%) studies with a wide variety of measurement
reporting. As shown in figure 4, 12 (11%) studies reported a
vaguely defined method of ‘measured’, whereas 12 (11%)
reported ‘flexion and internal rotation were decreased’. Six (6%)
studies reported ‘internal rotation less than 20°’ and seven (6%)
reported ‘internal rotation decrease’ only.

Special tests

Special tests were reported as surgical inclusion criteria in 76
(70%) studies with a primary focus on the re-creation of pain
in the symptomatic position (figure 5). Many special tests have
4 of 7

Figure 5 Summary of reported special tests prevalence for surgical
criteria in included studies.
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Figure 3 Summary of reported patient symptom criteria prevalence
for surgical criteria in included studies.

Review
consistently reported group criteria in the same studies but
rather the most commonly reported across all studies.

Diagnostic findings for pincer impingement

Discussion

Centre edge angle
Reported

55

51%

 Non-specific

47

44%

8

7%

62

57%

 Specific (>39°)
Crossover sign
Reported

this review (MRI/MRA, alpha angle, centre edge angle and crossover sign), 28% utilising three of these imaging criteria, 19%
of studies utilising two of these criteria, 21% utilising a single
imaging criterion and 8% not using an imaging criterion for the
diagnosis of FAIS (see online supplementary appendix 3). In the
studies utilising a single criterion, the primary criterion was MRI
or MRA in 15 (65%) of the studies.

Failed prior non-surgical treatment for FAIS

Failed prior non-surgical treatment was reported in 47 (44%) of
all studies (see online supplementary appendix 3). The definition of failed prior treatment was poorly described, most notably
listing a general statement of ‘non-surgical’ or ‘conservative’
treatment. Ten (9%) of all 108 studies reported having treatment for 6 months, 10 (9%) for 3 months, five (5%) for less
than 3 months and 22 (20%) for an unspecified amount of time.
Sixteen (15%) of all studies reported receiving non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), 21 (19%) activity modification and 19 (18%) formal physiotherapy-led rehabilitation, and
18 (17%) studies reported utilising a general non-descript prior
treatment that was not successful. Nine studies (8%) received a
combination of NSAIDs, activity modification and physiotherapy-led rehabilitation.
In summary, criteria for surgical intervention regarding FAIS
are diverse and inconsistently reported. The most commonly
reported surgical criteria were symptomatic hip pain of greater
than 6 months’ duration (symptom), decreased hip flexion
and internal rotation range of motion (clinical sign), a positive
impingement sign (clinical sign), alpha angle greater than 50°
(diagnostic imaging) and a positive crossover sign (diagnostic
imaging). While these present as the most commonly utilised
surgical criteria, it is important to realise that these were not

Figure 6 Summary of alpha angle diagnostic imaging values for
surgical criteria in included studies.
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We sought to analyse and report the inclusion criteria used for
open and arthroscopic surgical treatment of FAIS. Similar to
previous findings in a smaller sample size of surgical outcome
studies only,9 this review found significant inconsistency among
the reporting and specific criteria required for surgical treatment
of FAIS. As reported previously, such heterogeneity in reported
surgical criteria questions whether the same condition is being
treated across all studies.10
Two recent guidelines3 13 have been proposed to assist with the
comprehensive clinical presentation of FAIS.2 In 2012, Nepple
et al13 proposed a comprehensive list of inclusion and exclusion
criteria for the diagnosis of FAIS utilising a multidimensional
approach as outlined in table 2. Consistent with the results of
the current review, the Nepple et al criteria13 are predominantly
diagnostic imaging criteria. The Nepple et al13 criteria also lack
clarity in reporting of non-surgical treatment details and specific
range of motion limitations. Utilising the three criteria for diagnosis of FAIS (symptoms, clinical signs and diagnostic imaging)
by the 2016 Warwick Agreement on FAIS,3 we found that only
56% of the included studies (n=60 of 108) reported at least
one component in all three categories (see online supplementary appendix 2). This is concerning as diagnostic imaging at
this point in time lacks consensus on the specific modalities and
cut-off values necessary for this intervention.
The utilisation of at least one diagnostic imaging modality was
reported in 92% of studies in this review. Findings suggesting
a significant emphasis on diagnostic imaging are in line with
previous research.9 While diagnostic imaging, especially utilisation of alpha angle as found in this review, is one of the most
objective and standardised procedures to guide the treating
surgeon, reliance on imaging alone should be cautioned since
the correlation between cam morphology and hip pain is
imprecise.6 14 Additionally, 37% of asymptomatic individuals
have cam morphology while 67% have pincer morphology
recent findings.15 Precise diagnostic values to define cam and
pincer morphology have not been recommended, due to the
complexity of the relationship between morphology and symptoms. Diagnostic imaging has been recommended as a necessary
component of comprehensive approach to the diagnosis of FAIS
though.3 Perhaps of greater concern for the diagnosis of FAIS
are the eight studies included in this review that did not utilise
diagnostic imaging at all. Therefore, while diagnostic imaging
can be a valuable tool for the surgeon in diagnosing and treating
FAIS, currently, there is still significant variability in utilisation
and interpretation of such findings.
Only 30% reported limited range of motion as a surgical
criterion. The relevance of limited range of motion in those
with FAIS is still unclear.16 17 A correlation between limited hip
internal rotation range of motion and cam-type morphology
has been suggested, although all of these subjects were asymptomatic.14 18 19 High prevalence of limited hip internal rotation
in American football players18 and external rotation range of
motion in hockey players20 might even suggest a normal sport
adaptation rather than pathology. Thus, limitations in range of
motion should be reported consistently in surgical studies to
ascertain its relationship to FAIS.
Failed non-surgical care as a criterion for surgery was reported
in less than half of the studies in our review. Specific detail
regarding the non-surgical intervention that was employed (eg,
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Table 3 Summary of diagnostic imaging findings for pincer
impingement values for surgical criteria in included studies

Review
What are the findings?
►► The most commonly reported criteria for FAIS surgery is

diagnostic imaging, despite a lack of consensus on the
specific modalities and cut-off values necessary for this
intervention.
►► In only 56% of FAIS surgery studies, the criteria for surgery
included a combination of symptoms, clinical signs and
diagnostic imaging as suggested by recent consensus
findings.
►► Failed non-surgical treatment (44% of included studies),
failed physiotherapist-led rehabilitation (18% of included
studies) and relief of pain from intra-articular injection (12%
of included studies) could be relevant criteria to determine
readiness for surgical intervention in patients diagnosed with
FAIS.

How might it impact on clinical practice in the future?
►► The tendency towards primary reliance on diagnostic imaging

and limited reliance on a comprehensive diagnosis of FAIS
syndrome (patient report of symptoms, clinical signs and
diagnostic imaging) for surgical correction, may result in
inappropriate patient selection.
►► Future FAIS surgical studies would benefit from criteria for
surgery that includes a combination of symptoms, clinical
signs and diagnostic imaging.
►► These studies should also consider including failed
non-surgical treatment or physiotherapist-led rehabilitation
as well as intra-articular diagnostic injection as part of the
decision-making concerning performing FAIS surgery or not.

Limitations

This review is not without limitations. One major limitation of
this study was that conclusions were made based only on what
was reported in the included studies. Some objective measures,
such as range of motion, were poorly defined, with 11% of
studies reporting range of motion as ‘limited’, ‘decreased’ or
‘measured’. Another limitation was that only studies published
in the English language were included. Furthermore, due to the
fact that this was a scoping review and not a systematic review, a
quality assessment of the studies was not performed.

Conclusions

As hypothesised, diagnostic imaging evidence of FAIS was the
most commonly reported criterion for FAIS surgery (92% of
included studies). Only 56% of included studies utilised the
combination of symptoms, clinical signs and diagnostic imaging
for diagnosis of FAI syndrome as suggested by the Warwick
Agreement on FAIS meeting. The most commonly reported
surgical criteria in these 56% of articles reporting all three areas
were symptomatic hip pain of greater than 6 months’ duration
(symptom), decreased hip flexion and internal rotation range
of motion (clinical sign), a positive impingement sign (clinical
sign), alpha angle greater than 50° (diagnostic imaging) and a
positive crossover sign (diagnostic imaging). Interestingly, failed
non-surgical treatment (only 44% of all studies) and failed physiotherapist-led rehabilitation (only 18% of all studies) were not
commonly utilised in the surgical decision-making process for
patients with FAIS. Only 12% utilised intra-articular injection as
6 of 7

a surgical criterion for FAIS diagnosis. Specific surgical criteria,
as well as their specific parameters and values, demonstrated
major inconsistencies across the studies, making it difficult to
ascertain patient characteristics of the FAIS patient.
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